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China bonded bunker market 
recorded a fast two-digit growth rate 
since 2006

China’s bonded bunker consumpton 
surpassed 4.66-mil mt in the frst half 
of 2011, up 21% from 1H 2010 

Supportng factors:
1. China’s economy is growing 
steadily at 9.6% in H1’2011
2. Foreign trade cargo throughput 
reached 1.33-bil mt in H1’2011, up 
by 8% year on year
3. Sinopec and other “new players” 
joined; price competton is ferce, 
which atracted demand

Consumpton may surpass 10-mil mt 
in 2011, reaching 11-mil mt

Rapidly growing bunker market
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Consumpton and trading heavily 
concentrated in East China: Shanghai, 
Ningbo, Zhoushan, Zhangjiagang, 
Nantong, etc.
 
However, Shenzhen ranks top in 
single port of bunker sales, covering 
Guangdong and Hong Kong area

Shanghai now with great potental to 
replace Shenzhen to be the No.1 
bonded bunker supplying port, 
supported by the world’s biggest port 
turnover

H1 of 2011
Total = 4.66 mil mt
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H1 of 2011

Venezuela fuel oil imported by PetroChina 
represents 40% of China’s total bunker 
fuel oil supply 

Singapore and Malaysia are traditonal key 
supply source, primarily supplying 
blended oil

South Korea’s fuel oil exports declined in 
recent years due to increases in its further 
processing capacity. Its bunker supply to 
China is also reducing

The China bunker market has become a 
“big cake” in the eyes of internatonal  
fuel oil suppliers

90-95% of bonded bunkers are 
imported

Heavy reliance on import
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Exportng of fuel oil via “third-party 
processing trade” has grown rapidly in 
recent years, but its proporton in total 
fuel oil exports is stll below 10%

Characteristcs:
1/ Limited by government’s “third-party 
processing” quota
2/ Unstable supply and volume
3/ Only from Sinopec refneries

New but limited source of domestc supply
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Due to the arrival of new players in 2006, the price spread between China bonded bunker and 
Singapore bonded bunker dropped from US$40-60/mt to US$10-30/mt. 

Players are intense in the Yangtze Delta and the region has the lowest bonded bunker prices in 
China. The region is also indicatve of movements in the overall China market. Local bunker 
prices fuctuated greatly this year with “super-low” prices appearing frequently.

The next market could be the Bohai Bay.

Fierce competton in prices
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•Due to more new players in 
2006, price spread between 
China and Singapore narrowed 
from US$40-60/mt to US$10-
30/mt 
•H1 2011 avg. margin: US$2/mt
2010 avg. margin: US$10/mt
• Bonded bunker sales increased 
by 20% year on year

Conclusion: smaller margin but 
bigger cake！

Stable and comfortable margin becomes uncertain and volatle  

Smaller margin amid bigger cake

• Fierce competton drives bunker suppliers to source 
economic barrels: long-haul or high viscosity
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•Sinopec Zhoushan jumps from 0 to the 3rd biggest bonded bunker supplier in 
China in two years by H1 2011, challenging Brightoil in the 2nd rank with monthly 
sales volume of 120,000-130,000mt. 
•Sinobunker overran CCBC in bunker supply in H1 thanks to beter networks and 
cooperaton with Sinopec Zhoushan

H1 2011
Total = 4.66 mil mt

Sinopec becomes the biggest grower in 
the market2009
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• Sinopec Fuel Oil, BP Singapore set up global bunkering business
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• Due to the Japanese earthquake, nuclear power plants 
damaged, bunker refuelling suspended

• South Korea refineries commission deep processing 
units. The country will become a fuel oil net importer

• East China bonded bunker prices lower than Singapore’s 
for the second time in 2011

• C1 news: more bonded bunker business licences will 
be released 

• East China bonded bunker prices lower than Singapore’s 
for the first time in 2011

More open policy environment  
Fiercer market competton
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More bonded bunker business licences will be soon released: may trigger new 
wave of competton and drastc market growth

Companies that have applied to the Ministry of Commerce for bonded bunker 
business licenses:

China Natonal Aviaton Fuel Holding (CNAF)

China Arts Huahai Import & Export

Shanghai Fuel

Shanghai Lonyer Fuels

Dalian Xingyuan Marine Fuel

Already known requirements to obtain licenses:

Registered capital of no less than Yuan 500-mil, has own jety, oil storage, barge 
and other hardware facilites
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• China’s bunker demand, especially bonded bunker demand, to maintain 
20%+ growth in next fve years, supported by healthy foreign trade, a freer 
market and price advantages to neighboring countries.

Forecast of bunker consumpton 2012-2016
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In 2012-2016, bunker fuel oil 
consumpton is expected to grow at 
22-27% on average per year. 
Additonally, the proporton of 
domestc fuel oil supply will gradually 
increase as domestc supply channels 
open up.

Bunker gasoil consumpton will grow 
at a relatvely slower speed, at 8-9% 
on average per year. Prices and 
quality are the primary factors 
limitng bunker gasoil consumpton’s 
growth rate.0.7 0.7 0.8 
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Bunker growth mainly from 
fuel oil consumpton
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Questons about the future China market

Will China surpass Singapore to become Asia’s largest 
bunker consuming country, and if so, when?

Will China remove regulatons on bonded bunker 
supplier qualifcatons, and if so, when? Especially 
regulatons on foreign investments.

Will Sinopec become the largest bunker fuel supplier in 
China or even Asia, and if so, when?



Thank You!
Your comments and suggestion are welcome

liaona@c1energy.com

0086-20-37620199
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